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Introduction

The Gravity syndrome start up field is the planet “Amenis” 
which encompasses 2 meteorites X&Y=centering points of the major 
meteorite Z=points determined as negative agents on “a red axis 
plane ⇒ point of alert” with a constant decent towards the earth and 
produce ecological deficiency at the atmospheric level. The major 
meteorites Z ejection climax and radical sustaining negative energy 
causing nitrogen atmospheric praise Z symmetry games supporting 
electromagnetic charges and its center point warn of a peak viral 
reaction. Therefore, the ultimate determination of this pint is the 
central axis of the two parallel crossing points which rises -0°C from 
the central axis to be able to propagate a symmetrical infrared wave to 
the point of tracing of the line which aims at the random path of the 
perpendicular C. This central axis is at -0°C from the central axis of 
the radioactive detection wave. The point of release of the hydraulic 
driving force is a reflection of the atmospheric energy D that is the 
basic energy of the support of the central axis. The metaphysical 
equation of gravity syndrome G ⇒ appropriate formula of viral 
displacement at a peak speed towards a -0°C axis in the direction of 
planet earth [1-7].

The “MN” virus (Multiple Nucleons) or COVID-19 is the virus of 
the century which comes from the atmosphere, the result is: the gas 
bulbs cause an expansion of the molecules composing the tissues of the 
ozone layer and a bursting of the radioactive ions protecting against the 
ultraviolet rays of the sun, which causes a very dense and contaminated 
humidity at the level of the atmospheric layer which is held by the 
electric current of the force of the waters and the force of attraction of 
the earth collected by the orbit speed of the planet Jupiter/side East/and 
ejection on the West ozone layer. Currently very low resistance of the 
ozone layer: (0.0174691 CL O2). The “MN” virus (Multiple Nucleons) 
or COVID-19’s bulbs cause the molecules to expand and the protective 
radioactive ions to explode, which causes a viral contamination. The 
viral wave causes hyper radioactive failure which reacts directly on the 
aquatic energy and propels effects on atmospheric energy which in turn 
reacts on earth energy first and on the ozone layer second. The “MN” 
virus (Multiple Nucleons) or COVID-19 viral spread at the terrestrial 
level: [(a + b) + c ⇒ √2,142 ⇒ II ⇒ [(0.013736.666)] km from the axis 
of gravity at the equatorial level which is a resistance of the perforation 
path of the electromagnetic system of the planet of the support of the 
rhesus and the density of the influx of the current of the water at the 
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terrestrial level, element which accentuates the contamination of the 
waters and causes their deoxygenating something which facilitates 
the growth of bacteria and the poisoning of atomic nuclei by this fact: 
the manipulation of the cells goes towards the decrease and stagnates 
the evolution of the aquatic purgative act. Subordinate detection at a 
rate of 1000 km/h with a coetaneous breach of an X-ray in the parallel 
direction of an ejection of a radioactive wave. The “MN” virus (Multiple 
Nucleons) or COVID-19 spreads via a powered wave detecting the 
mid-axis diverging at a specifically acute angle parallel to the sun. 
This reaction diverges around the terrestrial globe to accentuate the 
distribution factor of toxic gases coming from Pluto. The infrared 
rejection which propels in the east direction of the wave of projection 
of a solar ray towards the symmetrical path and parallel to the axis of 
projection of an ultraviolet ray is based on a curved and radioactive 
wave. The carbon reacts simultaneously to radioactive functioning 
and this easily accentuates the rejection of infrared waves propelled 
into the cell mixing zone located at the level of the Atlantic Ocean 
and surrounded by pushed radioactivity produces a pulse field set at 
a regular rate and this to allow the systemic functioning of the cycle of 
energy reproduction. The energy failure in the solar system disrupts the 
normal cycle of C energy density at the earth level, causing disturbance 
in the earth’s crusts and causing repeated earthquakes. The relaxation 
of the cells that make up neurons reflects a stunning subordination 
through the circuit of toxin destruction in all the gases floating in the 
universe. The relative conjunctivitis of a fixed point of reference with 
an angle of 70°C in a position symmetrical or parallel to the sun. The 
random path is in the form of a combined circuit activated by cells rich 
in Uranium, an element beneficial to the maintenance of the various 
components of the atmospheric layers, a point of attachment of the 
magnetic field that maintains the balance of this entire universe. The 
origin of the “MN” virus (Multiple Nucleons) or COVID-19 is planet 
Amenis. Its location is 130,000,000.000 Km from the planet Mars which 
with its environment rich in nuclear energy maintains a very humid 
surrounding climate but unfortunately unlivable because of the excess 
of hydrogen in its atmosphere and the existence of l Sulfide agent in 
its soil. The virus spreads via a powered wave detecting the mid-axis 
diverging at a specifically acute angle parallel to the sun. This reaction 
diverges around the terrestrial globe to accentuate the distribution factor 
of toxic gases coming from Pluto. The planet Amenis anatomical residue 
is transmitted through the closed space of an axial and perpendicular 
reflection of a diagonal. To 1/1000 meadows the calculations were exact. 
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The malfunction is due to atmospheric disturbances and the congestion 
of energies and more precisely magnetic ones which is an obstacle to 
the activity of the radiation of the detection waves. Only atmospheric 
energy is transmitted without difficulty, it is the atmospheric energy B 
which is captured by detection waves at a speed equal to 120.000.0000 
Km/second. The infrared rejection which propels in the east direction 
of the wave of projection of a solar ray towards the symmetrical path 
and parallel to the axis of projection of an ultraviolet ray is based on 
a curved and radioactive wave. An “MN” virus (Multiple Nucleons) 
or COVID-19 viral wave causes hyper radioactive failure which reacts 
directly to aquatic energy and propels effects on atmospheric energy 
which in turn reacts on earth energy first and on the ozone layer in a 
second step.

Unlike solar energy, the lunar energy reacts humbly on the 
mechanism of the heating of the planet which by viral interference 
stops atmospheric radiations in parallel direction while accentuating 
the crossing of the active viral ions at the level of the atmospheric 
layer. The relative conjunctivitis of a fixed point of reference with an 
angle of 70°C in a position symmetrical or parallel to the sun. The 
random path is in the form of a combined circuit activated by cells 
rich in Uranium, an element beneficial to the maintenance of the 
various components of the atmospheric layers, a point of attachment 
of the magnetic field that maintains the balance of this entire universe. 
The planet Amenis is maintaining its gravitational support with two 
2 electromagnetic fields, held from the tuning center located at the 
North-West level of the planet via an energy network fixed to a point 
C which is the central energy force of the Bermuda triangle. Point C 
reacts on the mechanics of shrinking and widening the Triangle. The 
4 opposite angles but connected under a divergence of electric waves 
under an attraction of the planet Venus only. The amount of hydrogen 
located in this area is fed from the lunar atmosphere, allowing the 
operation of the hydraulic system of Amenis in its movement in space. 
Amenis encompasses in its atmospheric environment three meteorites 
adjusting three energetic circuits of the atmospheric environment of 
the planet, each circuit plays a radical role in maintaining a livable 
atmosphere, Amenis is the source of the Pandemic of COVID-19. It 
has the same soil structure as Earth. The soil is rich of Granite: Sand 
+ Volcanic rocks Copper & Iron. Amenis contains following energies 
allowing life on its soil: Oxygen-rich Molecular Mass tuning fork 
center, Plutonium Molecular Mass, Chemical Energy: Atomic Energy; 
Substantial Nuclear Energy. As well as it encompasses the following 
source of energies: Oxygen, Hydrogen, Uranium, Potassium, Methane, 
Oil, Sulfur, Iodine, Zinc, Aluminum, Sodium.

Mechanism of Viral Transmission

Atmospheric Stage

Crash of the virus of the atmosphere in the aquatic energy network 
while enveloping itself in walls which allow it to resist the aquatic 
environment and to make its crossing in the aquatic energy networks 
to the EAST which is the point the crash of the viral network.

Aquatic Stage

The virus sneaks into the depths thanks to its energetic molecular 
composition rich in Hydrogen, the low temperature favors its survival 

the time necessary to capture its adopted nest, of which I am quoting a 
candidate marine animal of point of life morphology and its residence: 
The Blobfish

Land Stage

This stage includes an expansion segment: Contamination occurs 
by transfer of the virus from the atmospheric stage to the aquatic stage 
through the phenomenon of evaporation.

Animal to Human Virus Transmission

The animal candidate for viral transmission to human is 
the“blobfish”. Seawater, the concentration of viral particles, It has been 
known since the end of the 20th century that the world ocean is an 
immense reservoir of viruses from the surface to hydrothermal vents 
via the Arctic and marine sediments. In seawater, the concentration of 
viral particles is 106 to 108 particles per milliliter. On the surface and 
near the shore, the virus concentrations usually encountered are of the 
order of 107 viruses per milliliter (i.e. ten thousand viruses per cubic 
millimeter (one thousandth of a milliliter); the concentration decreases 
with depth and distance from the shore. Higher concentrations (108 
to 109/cm3) are found in marine sediments near the surface. 

Blobfish Morphology

To resist it, the flesh of the fish consists mainly of a gelatinous mass 
whose density is lower than that of water, which allows it to float a 
little above the ocean floor without having to spend its precious energy 
while swimming. Gelatin is a protein of animal origin. It is made up 
of 84 to 90% protein and about 1% mineral salts, the rest being water. 
It feeds exclusively on marine snow from the upper layers of the water 
layer. Fish and seafood remain one of the primary sources of dietary 
mercury in the world. The cartilages of this fish are also very light. 
This low density flesh is an alternative to the swim bladder found in 
most surface fish. The blobfish therefore has few muscles. It measures 
at most 30 cm long. Its morphology is permeable to viruses, even that 
the cells of its structure are not enveloped.

Blobfish Location

The viral energy trajectory starts from Amenis to reach an 
impact on the EAST of the earth, more exactly at the maritime level 
(the Pacific Ocean) and from this point the transfer of the viral 
configuration from the atmospheric aspect takes its aquatic structure 
in order to nest at the bottom of the ocean where the cold temperature 
is ideal for its conversion and multiplication. The blobfish is found 
at depths where the pressure is nearly a hundred times that of the 
surface. Very favorable place for the viral implant. The geographical 
areas of its location are the North Atlantic, the North Pacific and some 
specific areas of the Southern Hemisphere: Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, and South America. 

Schematic Presentation

Schema 1

Meteorites X.Y&Z

•	 X=1.726 al ⇒ exact speed of radioactive viral displacement of 
point x.
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•	 Y=0.234 al ⇒ exact speed of rejection of the driving force of 
hydrogen molecules defensive agent.

•	 Z=(x + y) ≥ (y. 0 al) ⇒ vital point of viral infection.

•	 500 al ⇒ time allocated for viral displacement.

•	 Z=0 ⇒ -0.3180 al ⇒ Z < 0.3180 al.

•	 SG =Z=0 → on an exact scale (Figure 1)

Schema 2

The zone of perseverance at the center point of the radioactive viral 
infection Na- towards a limited axis on a complex zone composed of 
two agents: nitrogen + manganese in the raw state.

The defective pinching at the level of the centering axis (X 
& Y) thus forms a blockade at the level of the earth’s magnetic 
field. The subordinate axis of X acts directly on the interplanetary 
electromagnetic resistance and increases the power of the atmospheric 

nuclear energy on the gravity of the axis of centering equivocal with 
the positive radiation of the interplanetary system against the offensive 
insight of the terrestrial globe, in case of failure the nucleus reacts 
directly on the molecular atmospheric energy mechanism and reacts 
directly on atomic division, which affects the resistance of the organic 
immune system (Figure 2).

Schema 3

•	 The circuit maintained by X: Ozone layer.

•	 The circuit maintained by X: Ozone layer

•	 The circuit maintained by Y: Perforation layer rich in aquatic 
energy.

•	 The circuit maintained by Z: Magnesium-rich UV layer 
reflecting atmospheric radioactivity outside the environment 
of the planet Amenis adjusting a hydraulic circuit for pumping 
space radioactive particles (Figure 3).

Figure 1: In the schema we can see in Red Lines the viral circuit trajectory from “Amenis” to Earth, ‘Amenis’ gravity in the galaxy is maintained with three(3) Meteorites X, Y & Z supported by 
an electromagnetic circuit based in “The triangle de Bermuda”. The schema shows the Location of “Amenis” in the Galaxy. “Amenis” is the atmospheric energetic deficiency platform among the 
Interplanetary Solar System causing both Pandemic and Climate Change.
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Figure 2: This schema shows the exact viral trajectory Viral Trajectory caused by “Amenis” supported by the sun UV motor force from the East and the motor force of “Amenis” energetic circuit 
from the West. This geometry shows the Central point of the Virus Impact on Earth.

Figure 3: The schema shows “Amenis” Atmospheric Energies Trajectory’s Strategy to Earth-1. A global impact on the intensity of the motor force of energetic system on Earth through the 
“Triangle de Bermudes”, the most intensive in & out energy source that activates the Eastern part of earth and maintains the Hydraulic intensity of the Earth Gravity among the atmosphere, 
creating a central axis for the transfer of atmospheric particles on Earth.
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Conclusion

“MN” (Multiple Nucleons) or (COVID-19) Theory

“It is the virus of the century which affects the atmosphere, as a 
result: the bulbs of gas cause an expansion of the molecules composing 
the tissues of the ozone layer and a bursting of the protective radioactive 
ions against the ultraviolet rays of the sun, which causes a very dense 
and contaminated moisture at the level of the atmospheric layer which 
is held from the electric current of the force of the waters and the 
force of attraction of the earth collects by the speed of orbit of the 
planet Jupiter/East side/and the massive ejection of the planet Mars by 
pressure on the West ozone layer. Currently very low resistance of the 
ozone layer: (0.0174691 CL O2)”.
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